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About This Game

Space Incident is an interactive story about the two astronauts and one unexpected fellow traveler. The game takes place on a
spaceship, who’s been lost somewhere between Earth and Mars. Your main task is to help the crew understand what is going on
and finish the journey with a favorable outcome. In the game you will need to communicate with team members, maintain their
moral status and learn about the key points which will help to bring the spaceship to the Earth safe and without casualties. Good

luck, commander!

Features:
Indirect interaction with the ship's crew. You can influence the mood of the crew members by offering them different ways to

solve problems through dialogue.
Subtle psychological organization! You can not imagine what can do a nervous man in space.

It's important to keep track of who and what is doing and you know the whole story of journey!
Ten different endings, which cause your actions.
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Title: Space Incident
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Vogd3
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Russian
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Oppai-defenders for life
. theres just not much to do and they really dont explain enough. and theres no really no career mode or anythign its jsut bland
and theres not really much to do. Unless you want to cheat, then this game sucks. You get a pistol and like 20 bullets if you do a
certain side mission. Then you get utterly destroyed trying to progress to the next area because it takes at least 187 bullets just to
kill one of these jiggly thugs. I tried to get my money back, but I was incoherent for far too long after buying it and steme
refused.. Cannot recommend.... YET.

+
-Nice graphics
-good gameplay
-interesting background setting

-
-Tutorial missions take WAY too long
-facial animations should be improved or removed
-input konfiguration needs some fixing

Be sure to grab this gem on a sale though, if it will be worked on and polished properly there is a diamond inside.. I appreciate
that this game can be challenging at times, but that's about all it has to offer in its current state, so I can't recommend it.

Here are a few of my main complaints:

Level design. None of it makes any sense. It feels like the developers just laid out paths using those jointed train
track shapes that toddlers play with. No rhyme or reason.

Enemies. While I like the variety, it doesn't stick to any sort of pattern which would reasonably compel the
player to choose individual strategies. If the level design(see above) were set up in a way that could actually
facilitate some sort of sensible order to enemy types, then players would feel less overwhelmed by the prospect
of switching out weapons and bonuses as the situation dictates.

Weapons. I think simple damage type is a really lazy approach to weapon variation. The combat grows stale
really fast without having the option to switch out skills. I really would have liked to see different skill sets along
with the different damage types. This would, again, be more of a motivator to swap out play styles as long as the
above two points are in order as well.

Music. This is more of a personal preference, but I find the music really jarring. It doesn't fit the atmosphere of
the game at all. Or perhaps the atmosphere of the game has missed the mark for what the developers were going
for when they chose the music.
Overall I think what's missing from this game is an understanding of the basic psychology behind what makes
games enjoyable. This game misses the mark on its work\/reward balance, because the reward of combat doesn't
really evolve in any truly engaging way and levels lack the spacial groundwork for such an evolution to
piggyback off of. If the devs happen to read this review, take notes from games like exanima or hammerwatch.
Both are challenging and have very maze-like levels, yet things are placed very intentionally in a way which, not
only makes sense, but also motivates exploration while offering a good distribution of reward for your efforts.

Edit: I forgot to add that the name really needs to be changed. Googling "Liberty Prime" brings up nothing but
Fallout related links.. really fun game. but it could really use some online multiplayer. Cobrastan isn't a real
country. Simple and relaxing. Obviously made for tablets, but still fun for PC as well. Click and drag to spin a
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wooden shape, and use the string with paint blobs to paint the wooden figure. Paint the whole shape to complete
it.

The music and the simple nature of the game make it one to mellow out to.
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this game is lit but pls update and make more gamemodes. Waiting to purchase as a gift on sales and then this happens, so i'm
making official claims as they didn't have the guts to make one.

https:\/\/forum.paradoxplaza.com\/forum\/index.php?threads\/price-increase.1022680\/

Not going to purchase anything again from paradox. Great idea, brings alive my childhood herioes.. While Paradox typically
makes great games, and this is one of their older titles, the steam version has some bad crash to desktop moments. As it is an
older title for them, the UI is lacking and the game is a lot of waiting around, with poor design decisions like going to the
options menu to change the game speed. I highly recommend most other Paradox titles, but not this one.. Pros:
Simple time sink
Low price

Cons:
Replay value is low - lacking variety. Gets old quick once you learn the lazy way to the top. Got to 5K and went "meh."
No volume controls other than "music off" - actually, that's the singular sound and it's one 10 second loop.

Verdict:
Good for about 10 minutes until another shiny red ball grabs your attention, but would be great for kids to learn basic stacking
physics. Will recommend at the current price.. This is an extremely fun full body workout. Unlike beat saber, PowerBeats works
your legs and core more, as it makes you duck, dodge, and quickly jump from side to side as you punch the targets. I look
forward to more songs, level editors and custom music support. It's also exciting to see the developers working on different
game modes, more environments, and so much more!.

If you love music\/rhythm games and love tricking yourself into working out, try PowerBeats out!. This is a GameGuru horror
game with all the features you would expect: Frustrating map layout, complete darkness, and the whole game is just a key hunt.
You can see more about what the game is like and what I think of it, if you need to know more than you can see on the store
page, but there really isn't much to it:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mvi7Lw_hMn0. Would recommend. pretty good platforming (hard but not too hard). I
liked the variety of level types, changing seasons and collectables make me want to replay each level.. didn't really rate the
acting or voiceovers
however i really enjoyed the game itself, some of the puzzles are kinda obvious, however some of them do make you think

it is absolutely worth a play!. Horrible, controls don't work, vr is the worst for this game, voice acting made my ears bleed and
the game looks like garbage graphically. Unless you like trash avoid this game at all costs. I have played thousands of games on
steam and this is near the bottom of the list.....
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